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Abstract. Evaluating methodologies and tools for software development has been subject of research for a while and various quantitative techniques have emerged. However, a common problem in any evaluation method is to select appropriate evaluation criteria. This paper describes the evaluation method and some results of work on empirical evaluation of model-driven engineering and its infusion in industry in the context of industrial participants in the EU research project MODELPLEX. The evaluation method combines qualitative and quantitative assessment, and observations with perceptions. It takes advantage of a combination of a) context-dependent research questions based on the goals of each industrial partner in adopting model-driven engineering and how it is applied, b) the Technology Acceptance Model to summarize the perceptions regarding model-driven engineering, and c) a questionnaire to evaluate opinions regarding specific tools and techniques. The method has been useful in identifying criteria for evaluation and has produced interesting results.
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1 Introduction

There have so far been few empirical studies on Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)\(^1\). A systematic review performed by us in 2007 managed only to detect 25 papers on applying MDE in industry published between years 2000 and 2007 and most of these were related to small-scale studies [11]. The review also revealed that there is no systematic way in selecting evaluation criteria and the studies take advantage of only a few commonly-applied metrics such as productivity.

This paper reports results of work on evaluating MDE in the European IST project MODELPLEX (MODelling solution for comPLEX software systems) [9], running in 2006-2010. The project’s main objective has been developing a coherent infrastructure for the application of MDE to development and management of complex software systems within a variety of industrial domains. The industrial domains here were enterprise business systems, telecommunication, aerospace crisis management systems and data intensive geological systems, all with complex cases to

\(^1\) MDE here generally refers to the development methods that are model-centric.
explore and develop. MODELPLEX aimed to be user-driven; i.e., the industrial partners defined a set of requirements that reflected their business goals, objectives and needs regarding MDE methods and tools. These requirements were basis for developing solutions by tool vendors and for evaluating the success of MDE. In order to evaluate perceptions regarding MDE and its infusion and future usage intentions, we also took advantage of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). This paper presents the evaluation method applied in the project, the identified evaluation criteria and how these are related to how MDE is applied. We consider the method useful and applicable in other contexts.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation and requirements for the evaluation method. Section 3 presents related work while Section 4 describes the evaluation method developed in MODELPLEX. Section 5 is conclusions and future work.

2 Motivation and Requirements

We have had several requirements in defining the evaluation method in the project:
1. Although there are some core concepts in MDE such as extensive use of modelling in different stages of software development, MDE is a generic approach that is applied in multiple ways in organizations. Thus an organization’s basic characteristics- current practices and tools, strengths, weaknesses, expertise and culture- can significantly affect why and how MDE is applied. The evaluation method should therefore be context-dependent.
2. Industrial partners may have problems in revealing the details of their development processes and tools while the evaluation method should allow collecting some general experiences and disseminating them to public.
3. As a project funded by EU, MODELPLEX needed to evaluate the exploitation of project results in industry and intentions for future usage as a measure of project success.

The above points led to the definition of an “evaluation plan” in the project that had three distinct parts:
a) Research questions that were defined by each industrial partner and reflect their goals with applying MDE. For each research question, relevant scenarios for evaluation and success criteria were defined. Refer to the first requirement above.
b) Evaluating tools by assigning scores by users in order to collect some general feedback and measure the success of individual tools in meeting users’ requirements. Refer to the second requirement above.
c) An extended version of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) that is used for collecting the developers’ perceptions regarding MDE and tools, and intentions for future usage. Refer to the third requirement above.

However, these parts are integrated together and the results of each part help interpreting the other results as discussed in Section 4.
3 Related Work

In this section we discuss related work on evaluating methodologies in general, experiences with using TAM in software engineering research and related work on evaluating MDE.

3.1 Evaluation Methods

In [12], related work on evaluating methodologies is discussed in detail. Here we briefly present an overview and discuss the shortcomings.

In a paper by Farbay and Finkelstein, they have divided evaluation methods applied on software design in two major groups [6]:

- Quantitative and comparative methods such as cost-benefit analysis, ROI and information economics.
- Qualitative and exploratory methods such as Value Analysis and Multi-Objective Multi-Criteria methods.

The above methods are usually from the management point of view. In Empirical Software Engineering (ESE), on the other hand, the viewpoint of evaluation is often those of practitioners. Several books and papers are published during the recent years on types of empirical studies, how to perform them, and how to collect evidence from such studies (see [12] for references). However, selecting appropriate evaluation criteria is not discussed in the above literature.

The Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach developed by Basili and his colleagues [1] addresses the problem of identifying measures when the goals are predefined. GQM starts by expressing the overall goals of the measurement. Then questions are generated whose answers must be known to determine if the goals are met. Finally, each question is analyzed in terms of what measurements are needed to answer the question. GQM is a top-down approach that is useful when we have clear goals for introducing a methodology or product; for example when evaluating the impact of a software process improvement activity. However, GQM is difficult to apply when the improvement goals are not clear or the impact of a new method is unknown.

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM); originally developed by Davis [3] and later extended by others; is a generic model which can be applied to measure the acceptance and infusion of a technology or system. The original model explains users' intention to use a new system through two beliefs, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. There are several additions to TAM and those that combine TAM with other models, such as the model used by Dybå et al. [4] and depicted in Fig. 1 that includes three additional factors.
The factors are defined as:

- **Organizational Support** is the degree a method is supported by an organization.
- **Perceived Usefulness** is the degree to which a person believes that using a particular method will enhance his/her job performance.
- **Perceived Ease of use** refers to the degree to which a person believes that using a particular method or tool would be free of effort.
- **Perceived Compatibility** is the degree to which a method is perceived as being consistent with existing values, principles, practices and the past experience of potential adopters.
- **Subjective Norm** is the degree to which developers think that others who are important to them think they should use a method.

Dybå et al. have applied the above model to evaluate the acceptance and utilization of Electronic Process Guides; both quantitatively using questionnaires and qualitatively using semi-structured interviews [10]. Walderhaug et al. have used TAM to evaluate the use of model-driven software development (MDSD) in the healthcare domain in the MPOWER project [13]. 16 developers from four European countries answered to a survey. The findings suggested that perceived usefulness and ease of use were the most important factors for adopting MDSD. No significant relations between future use intentions and tool performances or subjective norm were found. However, the sample is small and the value of running statistics is limited. Condori-Fernández and Pastor have also applied a modified version of TAM to analyze the acceptance of a model-based measurement procedure [2]. 20 subjects participated in their analysis. The results showed that the intentions for using the measurement method were influenced more strongly by the perceived usefulness than by perceived ease of use, and also usefulness was strongly related to the quality of results.

A popular approach in ESE for selecting measures is to start with a list of metrics from other studies or software metrics literature and select those that seem relevant for evaluating a methodology. A ranking of top three popular measures per phase by a group of experts is presented in [7] and shown in Table 1. While we may rely on expert opinion in selecting relevant measures, the rationale for selecting measures is often not well-documented.
Table 1. Top three popular metrics per phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fault density</td>
<td>Design defect density</td>
<td>Code defect density</td>
<td>Failure rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements specification change requests</td>
<td>Cyclomatic complexity</td>
<td>Design defect density</td>
<td>Code defect density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error distribution</td>
<td>Fault density</td>
<td>Cyclomatic complexity</td>
<td>Coverage factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion, all of the above methods may be used to identify evaluation criteria. However, none of them help identifying criteria that is MDE-specific and relates the subject of evaluation (here MDE) to the selected criteria in a systematic way. Models such as TAM are useful in collecting perceptions but they should be combined with more specific measures in order to explain the results.

3.2 Measures for Evaluating MDE in Related Work

In 2007, we performed a systematic review to collect industry experiences with MDE [11]. The motivations behind using MDE are numerous such as improving productivity and quality, maintenance concerns, formalism and more standardization, and improving communication in development teams and with external stakeholders. However the reported quantitative evidence focuses mainly on three aspects:

- Effort and productivity: Effort is time it takes to perform a task, for example creating or changing a model; in person-hours or person-days. Effort is typically used to estimate productivity as output divided by effort.
- Some software quality related measures: One report identified that fewer inspections were required to ensure the quality of the developed code and inspection rates are higher. Simulations were also found to be about 30% more effective in catching defects than code inspections.
- Automation degree: this metric focuses on the artefacts that are generated from models in the number or size, relative to all the artefacts.

Productivity and defect detection rate are examples of popular metrics while automation degree is specific to MDE.

In addition to analyzing quantitative data, we analyzed the reported experiences. The discussions focused mainly on the learnability of MDE and the stability and maturity of the tools since many of the techniques promoted as necessary in MDE strongly depend on proper tool support. We concluded that there is a need to identify MDE-specific measures and perform empirical studies to evaluate them.

4 The Evaluation Method in MODELPLEX

As discussed before, the evaluation method in MODELPLEX is developed with several goals in mind: It should include evaluation criteria related to how MDE is applied, be relevant for the industrial partners and meet the needs of a research project. The evaluation method developed in MODELPLEX consists therefore of
three parts: research questions for empirical evaluation of MDE in the industrial contexts, the extended TAM to evaluate perceptions and future usage intentions, and scores assigned by users to the tools and techniques developed in MODELPLEX. We explain these in the following sections.

4.1 Evaluation Criteria Identified by Research Questions

In [12], we presented an approach for identifying relevant evaluation criteria that is bottom-up and starts from analyzing a methodology or tool; in contrast with GQM that is top-down and starts with defining improvement goals. The approach is called Methodology-Practices-Promises-Metrics (MPPM). These are defined as:

- **Methodology** is the subject of evaluation; such as MDE.
- A **Practice** of a software development methodology (or technology or tool) is a new concept or technique or an improvement to established ones that is an essential part of the methodology and differentiates it from other methodologies. We may also call it a core practice.
- A **Promise** is the expected improvement that is given as the main motivation for applying a practice. It is the expected benefit which often comes with a cost.

The core practices and promises of MDE are identified as:

1. **Models Everywhere**: models are primary software artefacts in all or most stages of software development. More effort will be spent in MDE on modelling and activities related to modelling such as defining modelling languages and quality verification of models than in traditional software development based on source code. The main promises related to extensive use of models are improved communication between stakeholders and improved software quality by using models for early analysis and testing. On the other hand, modelling has a cost and modelling tools must be integrated with other tools such as configuration management tools.

2. **Multiple Abstraction Levels and Separation of Concerns in Models**: Abstraction is the main technique to handle complexity of software development. The main promises (benefits) of abstraction are improved communication due to the separation of concerns, improved software quality since developers focus on one aspect of development at a time, and portability of solutions if models are defined as platform-independent. On the other hand, Mellor and Balcer refer to several challenging issues that inevitably arise from the multi-view and multi-notational approach in MDE, such as keeping models consistent with one another [8].

3. **Generating Artefacts from Models**: Generation of artefacts from models is the key technology to achieve automation and reduce manual work. Generation is done through transformations; either Model-to-Model (M2M) or Model-to-Text (M2T). During transformations, output models are supplied with information not present in the input models. An example of such information is the platform concept. Generation actually supports separation of concerns and adding details later; not by manual work but by applying transformations. The main promises of generation are less manual work, consistency and traceability between artefacts and improving
the quality of models and other artefacts such as their syntactic correctness and completeness. The cost relies in developing transformations.

4. Metamodeling: The concepts of metadata, OMG’s Meta Object Facility\(^2\) (MOF) and the MOF-like Eclipse’s metamodel\(^3\) (Ecore) allow definition of new modelling languages or extending the existing ones; for example as Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) or UML profiles. Sharing the same language between domain and IT experts and narrowing the gap between them, and involving domain experts in all stages of design are some of the promises of developing DSLs or UML profiles. Additionally, the practice of metamodeling allows defining relations between metamodels or instances of them and exchanging models between tools; thus achieving interoperability between tools. However, defining metamodels and supporting tools requires high initial investment and needs language and tool expertise.

The above view of MDE and its practices and promises allows identifying evaluation criteria related to the practices and their promises. In addition to the MDE-specific criteria, criteria such as understandability, ease of use, compatibility with other tools and processes, tool maturity and scalability for large systems are general concerns. Table 2 shows examples of what is evaluated in MODELPLEX and how.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject of evaluation</th>
<th>Related to MDE practice</th>
<th>Evaluation criteria in research questions</th>
<th>Evaluation method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modelling framework based on a metamodel for defining architectural models in different views</td>
<td>Metamodeling, Multiple concerns,</td>
<td>Does the framework support separation of concerns?</td>
<td>Apply on appropriate scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using models for performance simulation</td>
<td>Models everywhere, Metamodeling</td>
<td>Are the views expressive enough?</td>
<td>Check for criteria: including necessary concepts, modelling dependencies between views,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling, Generating artefacts from models</td>
<td>How complex is performance modelling (ease of learning)?</td>
<td>Exploratory case study and comparison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How efficient is the model transformation process?</td>
<td>Interoperability via XMI should be evaluated in a scenario.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSL for network modelling</td>
<td>Time taken in writing transformations in a case compared between tools.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How readable is the generated code?</td>
<td>Do the artefacts need any post-processing?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) http://www.omg.org/mof/
\(^3\) http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/?project=emf
The full list of the evaluation criteria identified in the project and the classification of them according to TAM factors is given in Appendix I. This classification is helpful for using the results of research questions when interpreting the TAM results.

4.2 The Applied TAM Model

While research questions are case-specific, the model depicted in Fig. 1 with some modifications is used to collect perceptions regarding MDE and some development environments such as Eclipse. The modifications to model in Fig. 1 are:

- Organizational support was dropped since the involved organizations are so-called “early adopters” and their participation in the research project is voluntary.
- Perceived tool Maturity (PM) is added which is defined as the degree to which tools are perceived as mature and suitable for the tasks in hand. A similar factor is used in [13].

We performed semi-structured interviews in the beginning of the project to map the state of the practice before project, and an on-line survey at the end of the project to collect data regarding perceptions, the state of actual usage and future intentions of use. Some examples of questions in the survey are (quite similar to [4] and [13]):

- I would like to use the MDE approach in the future for my work.
- People who are important to me think I should use the MDE approach.
- The MDE tools I use are suitable for both small and large projects.

The responses were often on a five scale rate; varying from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. The results showed that two companies had only used MDE on an experimental basis before project while two others had more experience with MDE. All the companies had experience with modelling for the purpose of analysis and design while practices of MDE were applied in varying degrees. For example, most companies had ad-hoc code generators or generators integrated in their development environment for generating skeletons and stubs, user interfaces and some test cases. Most MODELPLEX tools have been tried during the project with different levels of success. MDE is generally perceived as useful for solving the problems of users while it is not perceived as easy to learn. Regarding tool maturity, performance and functionality of tools were generally perceived as satisfactory, while scalability to large projects is not perceived as well enough. We also asked about the intentions for future usage which shows that all companies are interested in using MDE in their future work although not strongly agreed.

4.3 Giving Scores to the Tools

The on-line survey used at the end of the project included questions regarding each tool developed in MODELPLEX and some external tools and technologies that were widely used such as Eclipse. Here we asked participants to give scores from 1 to 5 (where 5 are best) to the tools in five dimensions: functionality, ease of use, compatibility, performance and reliability, and total impression. We also asked them
whether they intend to use the tool in their future work. These scores indicate the degree of satisfaction of users and provide feedback to tool vendors.

4.4 Discussion

The evaluation method provides several sources of data to analyse: the identified criteria from case-specific research questions as summarized in Appendix I, results of the TAM survey regarding perceptions and future usage intentions, and results for each specific tool. Thus we combine observations with perceptions and quantitative data with qualitative ones, in order to explain the results and intentions for future usage. The scores given to individual tools provide also feedback to tool providers.

The evaluation criteria identified by research questions are classified according to TAM factors to allow describing the TAM results. For example we discovered concerns with tools in research questions (such as lack of multi-user support and problems in integration with existing tools) that explain why some companies do not perceive tools as mature enough for industrial cases. Another example is that all companies express their intension for using MDE in their future work in the survey. However, the research questions show that MDE will be applied for different purposes. For example, one company is interested in using models for simulation and testing while the other is more interested in modelling different concerns and integrating them. These findings support our earlier statement that evaluation criteria should be selected related to how MDE is applied and for what purposes.

Some threats to the validity of the results are:

- **Construct validity** is concerned with whether the selected measures reflect the intervention and effects; i.e., “right metrics”. We mean that applying the MPPM approach improves the construct validity.
- **External validity** of the results should be discussed to evaluate whether the results are generalizable to other contexts. Research questions are case specific and generalization to other contexts may be difficult.
- **A methodology such as MDE impacts different constructs**, for example improving communication while increasing the complexity of software development. If the method is not evaluated in multiple dimensions, there is a risk that conclusions are drawn based on one measure and ignoring others, which is also a threat to the construct validity of the results. The approach proposed here takes advantage of multiple criteria and several data sources and thus reduces this risk.
- **Several research questions are answered by experts and based on their experience and expertise.** Involving different people in the evaluation can reduce the threat of subjective judgements.
- **The companies could not run comparative case studies which may be regarded as a threat to the internal validity of the results.**
- **The expectations of companies participating in a research project may impact the results.** This threat can be reduced by discussing these expectations in the planning phase.
- **In the interviews, we asked companies which MDE tools and techniques they were using or planning to use in MODELPLEX.** These plans were however modified
during the project based on the availability of tools, effort required to evaluate them, and the changing priorities. For example, it showed that extracting models from legacy code and analysing them required a lot of collaboration between industry and tool developers and the companies had to open their source code to external actors. This subject was therefore abandoned and we could not evaluate the success of MDE regarding integration of legacy systems and new applications.

- The number of participants in the TAM survey was too low to extract meaningful statistical results. The results are therefore analysed and summarized qualitatively as experiences from four industrial cases, as also done in [10].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The evaluation method described in this paper has several contributions:

- Context-dependent measures are identified while some common criteria are also applied for comparison.
- Two types of feedback are provided: The observed values based on research questions and the perceived values based on the survey, which can explain one another.
- One of the major requirements of EU projects is to measure project success by infusion of the results in industry. We have mapped the state of the practice before the project and intensions for future usage in order to evaluate the project success.
- Several validity threats are reduced by taking advantage of multiple data sources and multiple evaluation criteria.

Improving the evaluation method for MDE is considered as a contribution of the project which can be reused in other projects. While earlier studies focused on few metrics with no relation to the MDE practices, our method allows relating evaluation criteria to the applied practices.

Another advantage of the method is that it provides several sources of data to analyse from multiple methods of evaluation: case studies including qualitative (expert judgements) and quantitative data (metrics), interviews and survey. Some results of evaluation are already published (as in [5]) while we plan to publish more in future. Future work will cover applying the method in other projects and collecting more empirical results.
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Appendix I

An overview of the evaluation criteria identified in research questions and classified according to TAM factors is given below. The term “solution” generally refers to the developed tools, methodologies, languages or techniques.

Table I. Evaluation criteria related to the usefulness of solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture model quality</td>
<td>Whether the architecture model satisfies criteria such as support for separation of concerns and integration of several viewpoints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design quality</td>
<td>The solution improves the quality of design by identifying poor design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of generated artefacts</td>
<td>The quality of code, documentation etc. that are generated from models is acceptable (understandable, compliant with coding standards etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution suitability</td>
<td>The solution can solve the problem in hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation ratio</td>
<td>The number or size of the generated elements divided by the total number of elements or size. The question is whether the saving by generation can compensate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation model accuracy</td>
<td>The percentage of inaccuracies between the predicted results of a dynamic simulation compared with the actual performance behaviour of the running system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation model correctness</td>
<td>The correctness of the boundaries of time behaviour (lower and upper boundaries) and critical paths detected by analytic simulation compared with the actual performance behaviour of the dynamic simulation or of the running system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse-engineered models usability</td>
<td>A reverse-engineered model will be usable if it can be used in the same way as any other model manually created (with minimum effort).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model completeness</td>
<td>The model is complete for the purpose of generating specified artefacts. MODELWARE defines “model well-formedness and completeness”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code readability</td>
<td>The automatically generated code must be clear, well formatted and adequately commented. It should be consistent with a code convention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test coverage</td>
<td>The percentage of requirements covered by generated test cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort spent on development</td>
<td>This can be modelling effort, coding effort or editor development effort in case of DSLs compared to non-MDE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Evaluation criteria related to the ease of use of solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model understandability</td>
<td>The developed models are easy to understand for different stakeholders, measured in effort needed to understand a model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnability of solution</td>
<td>The time a user needs to achieve a specified proficiency level with a solution. Documentation is complete and understandable. Tutorials or discussion forums are available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Effort required by users to solve a task after learning a solution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Evaluation criteria related to the compatibility of solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost of adoption</td>
<td>Effort required for setting up a tool and customizing it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with other solutions</td>
<td>The degree a solution can be integrated with other practices or tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards compliance</td>
<td>A solution must conform to selected standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Evaluation criteria related to the maturity of solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>The solution is scalable with respect to an increasing number of model elements. The explosion of the number of model elements must not compromise the efficiency. Synchronisation between models and traceability are also issues that need to be handled for large models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Time required by a tool to perform a task (such as model composition, generating models or code during a transformation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation development effort</td>
<td>The effort required to write and deploy a model transformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservation of properties</td>
<td>Model properties are preserved during an action such as composition and transformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of change</td>
<td>The effort required to do a change and generate required models or assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceability</td>
<td>It is possible to define trace links between models and with generated artefacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-user support</td>
<td>A tool should allow simultaneous usage by multiple users that work on different artefacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change management</td>
<td>Functionalities such as history, diff and merge are required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>